MOBILE PANIC ALERT SOLUTION

A SEAMLESS SOLUTION THAT MEETS ALYSSA’S LAW REQUIREMENTS & MORE.

MOTOROLA SOLUTIONS IN PARTNERSHIP WITH SAFERWATCH PROVIDES A CUTTING-EDGE SCHOOL SAFETY SOLUTION FOR SCHOOL DISTRICTS AND SUPPORTING LAW ENFORCEMENT IN FLORIDA THAT MEETS ALL THE CRITERIA OF ALYSSA’S LAW.

A SEAMLESS SOLUTION TO KEEP SCHOOLS SAFE

Safe Schools solution combines panic buttons, video, data, analytics and voice to help schools secure their campus perimeter, control access to buildings, quickly communicate with local law enforcement and increase operational efficiency.

Safe Schools solutions can be customized to meet a school or county’s unique needs and span the end-to-end workflow for everyday school operations and emergencies.

ALERT

Once the SaferWatch panic alert has been initiated, it will instantly notify the local 911/PSAP, school resources and nearby first responders with the incident details.

ANALYZE

Aware will receive the alert, including GPS coordinates and user’s profile. PSAP can remotely activate the camera feeds from surrounding locations to enhance situational awareness.

COMMUNICATE

A two-way voice or text communication bridge will activate; it can be silenced at any time by the user. Streaming photos and videos will be possible via the SaferWatch app.

RESPOND

911/PSAP can dispatch the necessary help to respond to the incident. Time and efficiency are of the essence when a crisis is threatening people’s lives.

We are the global leader in public safety solutions. Partner with us to ensure the implementation of your panic alert system by the beginning of 2021-2022 school year.

Email us at jay@motorolasolutions.com to schedule a demo.
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